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Abstract. Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a highly lethal 
disease. Although radiation therapy is effective for the 
majority of patients with SCLC, patient sensitivity to radiation 
varies. The lack of biomarkers impedes advances in targeting 
radiation-sensitive patients. In this study, the changes in 
transcription patterns of SCLC cell lines were evaluated with 
or without 2 Gy gamma radiation. The results demonstrated 
that peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A pseudogene 43 
(PPIAP43) transcription was increased 2-fold in cells irradi-
ated with 2 Gy gamma radiation compared with unirradiated 
cells in pre-reported radio-sensitive sensitive cell lines H69, 
H128, H146, H209 and H187. These cells shared 259 upregu-
lated and 96 downregulated RNA transcripts following 
radiation. Pre-reported less sensitive cell lines H526, D53, 
D114 and D153 in which PPIAP43 was not upregulated 2-fold 
following irradiation with 2 Gy gamma radiation compared 
with unirradiated cells, shared 3 upregulated and 9 downregu-
lated RNA transcripts. The RNA transcript of PPIAP43 was 
aligned with the mRNA of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 
A (PPIA) at 2 sections (3,732 to 3,917 and 5,327 to 5,657 of 
the PPIA gene) and the sequences were shown to be 96 and 
94% similar, respectively. Therefore, PPIAP43 may act as a 

sponge for microRNAs which bind with the RNA of PPIA. 
Therefore, PPIAP43 RNA transcription may serve as a poten-
tial biomarker of radio-sensitivity of SCLC.

Introduction

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a highly malignant cancer. 
According to a recent review, SCLC accounts for approximately 
15% of cases of lung cancers in the USA (2014), UK (2014), 
China (2014) and Korea (2016) (1). Regardless of the progres-
sion of the treatment for the other types of lung cancer, such 
as targeted therapy and immunotherapy, the most common 
therapeutic options for SCLC are traditional chemotherapy, 
radiation therapy (RT) and surgical therapy (2). The outcome of 
SCLC has not improved considerably, and the five‑year survival 
of SCLC is only 7% (1). Thus, besides pioneering new therapies, 
modification of traditional ones is needed, and radiation therapy 
as a major treatment option for SCLC needs to be refined.

The effects of RT include undesirable side effects on 
normal tissues (3). Normally, a higher curative effect and a 
lower side effect are desirable. Advanced technologies such 
as intensity-modulated and stereotactic body RT can limit 
the irradiation area (4,5); however, to further avoid damage to 
normal tissue, it is important to determine whether the cancer 
cells are sensitive to radiation as early as possible. At present, 
there are no biomarkers in clinical use for predicting the effec-
tiveness of RT on certain types of the disease.

Next generation sequencing (NGS) technology provides 
high throughput data of gene-transcribed mRNAs and RNAs 
transcribed from the non-coding regions. The National Center 
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression 
Omnibus (GEO) database enables mass exploration of data 
to obtain precise and comprehensive information on diseases. 
With these tools, the present study aimed to find a potential 
biomarker for prediction the effectiveness of radiation therapy 
on SCLC by mining in the databases.

Materials and methods

Datasets. The gene expression data GSE55830 was collected 
from NCBI GEO datasets (6). This dataset comprises data of 
different SCLC cell lines (H69, H128, H146, H209, H187, H526, 
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D53, D114 and D153) treated with various therapeutic methods 
including radiation therapy and chemotherapy, as well as 
controls. The experiment was based on Illumina HumanHT-12 
V4.0 expression beadchip (GPL10558). BRB-ArrayTools 
integrated in Excel 2016 (microsoft Corporation) was used to 
display the data with default parameters (7).

Identification of the underlying targets. The ‘Array vs. Array’ 
module in BRB-ArrayTools was used to display the differen-
tially expressed sequences between radiation-treated and the 
control arrays of each cell line on a log2 scale.

Classification of differentially expressed genes (DEGs). Cell 
lines were divided into two groups with a cut-off of 2-fold 
transcription change of the chosen sequence in the former 
step. Each cell line was respectively categorized as group A 
when the transcription levels of PPIAP43 were increased ≥2 
fold following 2 Gy gamma radiation compared with the unir-
radiated control cells, or group B when the transcription levels 
of PPIAP43 were decreased or increased <2 fold following 
2 Gy gamma radiation compared with the unirradiated control 
cells. The two groups were processed by the class comparison 
module between controls and radiation groups paired by cell 
line names.

Functional clustering of the differentially expressed genes and 
pathway determination. The upregulated and downregulated 
genes in the radiation group were analyzed by the Database for 
Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery online tool 
for Gene Ontology (GO) annotation and Kyoto Encyclopedia 
or Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway determination (8,9).

Detection of adjacent genes. NCBI Gene database was used to 
identify the adjacent genes, the transcription of which can be 
affected by the pseudogene. The transcription changes of the 
adjacent gene and the pseudogene PPIAP43 were calculated as 
the difference between radiation and the control group normal-
ized to the control value: Fold change = (radiation-control)/
control.

Detection of protein candidates interacting with the RNA tran-
script. The RNA transcript of the pseudogene was uploaded 
in the catRAPID omics ‘transcript vs nucleotide-binding 
proteome’ module of the catRAPID online toolkits (10). This 
tool identified a series of proteins that may bind with the target 
nucleotide.

MicroRNA (miRNA) determination. miRDB online (11,12) 
was used to align potential miRNAs with RNA transcripts of 
pseudogenes PPIAP43 and PPIA.

Basic Local Alignment Searching Tool (BLAST) of 
peptidyl‑prolyl cis‑trans isomerase A (PPIA) and PPIAP43. 
NCBI BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) was 
used to align the DNA sequences with pseudogene PPIAP43 
and PPIA.

Database construction. microsoft Access 2016 (microsoft 
Corporation) was used for managing and relate the data across 
different tables.

Results

Screening upregulated and downregulated expression nucleo-
tides after 2 Gy gamma radiation in each cell line. A total 
of 6,034 genes were displayed in Excel, and nine cell lines 
comprising H69, H128, H146, H187, H209, H526, D53, D114 
and D153 were extracted from the dataset. PPIAP43 was 
upregulated by ≥2‑fold in H69, H128, H146, H209 and H187 
following radiation compared with non-irradiated controls, 
and was the only upregulated transcript in former four cell 
lines and one of the two in the H187 cell line (Tables I and II; 
Fig. 1). No ≥2‑fold downregulated transcripts were identi-
fied in H69, H128, H146, H209 and H187 cells (Table II; 
Fig. 1). TAF15 was the only downregulated transcript in 
H114, whereas no upregulated transcripts were identified. In 
H526 and D153, no transcripts were differentially expressed. 
Multiple differentially expressed RNAs were only identified in 
D53, all of which were upregulated. These findings were based 
on the criterion of ≥2‑fold change (Table II).

Detection of differentially expressed genes. Considering the 
similarity of expression change patterns among H69, H128, 
H146, H209 and H187 cells and the difficulty to determine 
discovery with the lack of adequate cell types of each expression 
change pattern in the other four cell lines, the cell lines were 
divided into two groups, with H69, H128, H146, H209 and H187 
labeled group A, and H526, D53, D114 and D153 labeled group 
B. Group A was assessed using a t-test (with a random vari-
ance model) class comparison between the radiation and control 
groups paired by cell type with a P<0.001 nominal significance 
threshold of univariate tests. A total of 355 transcripts passed 
the filter with 259 upregulated and 96 downregulated transcripts 
(Fig. 2). False discovery rates (FDRs) were <0.018; the FDR 
of ILmN_3208715, which was annotated as PPIAP43, was 
<1x10-7. Top five upregulated genes or pseudogenes in group A 
are presented in Table II. Group B was processed by the same 
algorithm; three upregulated and nine downregulated tran-
scripts were identified on average. The transcription patterns of 
the two groups before and after radiation were distinguishable 
from each other (Fig. 3). The genes highly expressed before and 
after radiation in radiosensitive group A compared with group B 
were identified to be genes that are highly expressed in normal 
testis and lymph nodes. The genes highly expressed before and 
after radiation in radiosensitive group B compared with group A 
were related with the cell cycle (Table III). Although P-values of 
these differentially expressed genes between the radiation and 
control of group B were all <0.001, FDRs were >0.05, with the 
lowest FDR=0.0658.

GO function and KEGG pathway analysis. Upregulated and 
downregulated genes in group A were uploaded in DAVID. 
Although there were more upregulated transcripts compared 
with downregulated transcripts, the upregulated genes were 
involved in fewer (four pathways in total) and less reliable 
pathways (P>0.01 in all 4 pathways) (Table IVA). By contrast, 
22 pathways were identified in the downregulated genes; four 
of these genes exhibited P<0.01 (Table IVB).

mRNA transcription from an adjacent protein‑coding gene 
is negatively correlated with the transcription of PPIAP43. 
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Pearson correlation analysis of transcriptional changes 
between PPIAP43 and ARHGAP42 showed the correlation 
coefficient was ‑0.584 (P=0.099) suggesting that there was 
no statistically significant correlation between transcrip-
tional changes of PPIAP43 and ARHGAP42. The adjacent 
transcription effects of the pseudogene PPIAP43 on the 
only nearby coding gene Rho GTPase activating protein 42 
(ARHGAP42) were limited, as previous studies suggested 

that the transcription of lncRNA is positively correlated 
with transcription of nearby protein-coding genes if there 
is an effect on adjacent protein-coding genes by lncRNA 
transcription (13,14). The transcription levels of PPIAP43 
and ARHGAP42 changed in opposite directions following 
radiation (Fig. 4). Of note, no P-value of the expression of 
ARHGAP42 in the original dataset was <0.01, which may be 
a limitation of this evaluation.

Table I. Experimental design.

Cell line Experiment ID of control Experiment ID of radiation PPIAP43 over transcribed Group

H69 GSm1346757 GSm1346806 Yes A
H128 GSm1346758 GSm1346808 Yes A
H146 GSm1346769 GSm1346810 Yes A
H187 GSm1346770 GSm1346812 Yes A
H209 GSm1346781 GSm1346814 Yes A
H526 GSm1346782 GSm1346816 No B
D53 GSm1346793 GSm1346817 No B
D114 GSm1346794 GSm1346818 No B
D153 GSm1346805 GSm1346819 No B

Table II. Transcripts with an up or downregulated transcriptional fold change ≥2‑fold following 2 Gy gamma radiation in each 
small cell lung cancer cell line.

A, Upregulated transcripts

Cell line ID Transcript ILmN gene Entrez gene ID Cytoband

H69 ILmN_3208715 ILmN_162197 PPIAP43 440063 11q22.1c
H128 ILmN_3208715 ILmN_162197 PPIAP43 440063 11q22.1c
H146 ILmN_3208715 ILmN_162197 PPIAP43 440063 11q22.1c
H209 ILmN_3208715 ILmN_162197 PPIAP43 440063 11q22.1c
H187 ILmN_3208715 ILmN_162197 PPIAP43 440063 11q22.1c
H187 ILmN_3251587 ILmN_177351 LOC100008589 100008589 
D53 ILmN_1656868 ILmN_45317 LOC23117 23117 16p12.2a
D53 ILmN_1772492 ILmN_22327 mCART1 92014 9p13.2a
D53 ILmN_1807291 ILmN_175467 CYP1A1 1543 15q24.1b
D53 ILmN_1892403 ILmN_168446 SNORD13 692084 8p12c
D53 ILmN_2070052 ILmN_25996 LOC613037 613037 16p11.2d
D53 ILmN_2075794 ILmN_169055 NLRP8 126205 19q13.42c
D53 ILmN_2117809 ILmN_17811 DUXAP3 503632 10q11.21a
D53 ILmN_2162367 ILmN_167637 DmC1 11144 22q13.1b-q13.1c
D53 ILmN_2342455 ILmN_15173 PPA2 27068 4q24d
D53 ILmN_3243664 ILmN_20243 LOC440353 440353 16p11.2d
D53 ILmN_3304111 ILmN_347878 LOC729978 729978 16p13.13b
D53 ILmN_3310491 ILmN_388662 mIR1978 100302173 

B, Downregulated transcripts     

Cell line ID Transcript ILmN Gene Entrez gene ID Cytoband

D114 ILmN_1678707 ILmN_18523 TAF15 8148 17q12b
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Proteins predicted to interact with the identif ied 
lncRNA. The sequence of the RNA transcript of PPIAP43 
was uploaded to the catRAPID omics ‘transcript vs. nucle-
otide-binding proteome’ module of the catRAPID online 
toolkits (http://service.tartaglialab.com/page/catrapid_group). 
The identified 118 proteins as candidates that may bind with 
the RNA transcript of PPIAP43. Of these, nine proteins, 
including TIAR, SRS10, SRSF2, TRA2B, TIA1, SFPQ, 
SRSF7, SRSF9 and PCBP2 were marked by catRAPID omics 
with necessary domains and motifs for nucleotide-binding. 
These nine proteins were annotated by DAVID to serve func-
tions in nucleotide binding and splicing proteins (Table V).

BLAST of PPIA and the pseudogenes. Two aligned sections 
(3732 to 3917 and 5327 to 5657 of the PPIA gene sequence with 
identities of 96 and 94%, respectively) were identified on RNA 

Figure 2. Differentially expressed genes and pseudogenes in control vs. radiation 
groups of cell lines in group A (P<0.001; FDR<0.018). The far top left point corre-
sponds to PPIAP43 (P<1x10-7; FDR<1x10-7). PPIAP43, PPIAP43, peptidyl-prolyl 
cis-trans isomerase A pseudogene 43; FDR, false discovery rate.

Figure 1. Genes with an up or downregulated transcriptional fold change ≥2 following irradiation with 2 Gy gamma radiation compared with unirradiated 
controls. PPIAP43 was the only upregulated transcript in cell line (A) H69, (B) H128, (C) H146 and (D) H209, and (E) one of the two in H187. (F) No genes 
were upregulated or downregulated in H526. (G) Multiple differentially expressed RNAs were identified in D53, all of which were upregulated. (H) TAF15 
was the only downregulated transcript in D114, whereas no upregulated transcripts were detected. (I) No genes were upregulated or downregulated in D153. 
The results were based on ≥2‑fold change. The white circles represent the genes and pseudogenes of which up or downregulation of transcription was ≥2‑fold 
following irradiation with 2 Gy gamma radiation compared with unirradiated controls. The red circles represent the represent the genes and pseudogenes 
with <2 fold change in expression following irradiation. PPIAP43, PPIAP43, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A pseudogene 43; TAF15, TATA-box binding 
protein-associated factor 15.
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Table III. Differentially expressed genes with different probes consecutively expressed before and after radiation.

  Before Before After After 
UniqueID Gene name P-value fold change P-value fold change Function

ILmN_2231003 mAGEA12 0.000993 0.28 0.000689 0.25 Highly expressed
      in normal testis
ILmN_2412880 CSAG3B 0.000009 0.32 0.000011 0.31 Highly expressed
      in normal testis, lymph
      node and spleen
ILmN_1718107 mAGEA12 0.000288 0.30 0.000376 0.32 Highly expressed
      in normal testis
ILmN_1761122 CSAG3B 0.000030 0.39 0.000028 0.40 Highly expressed in
      normal testis, lymph node
      and spleen
ILmN_2297352 CSAG3B 0.000026 0.45 0.000078 0.48 Highly expressed in
      normal testis, lymph
      node and spleen
ILmN_3260910 CSAG3 0.000014 0.56 0.000060 0.54 Highly expressed
      in normal testis, lymph
      node and spleen
ILmN_1803852 LOC653297 0.000528 0.59 0.000693 0.61 Similar to CSAG3B
ILmN_2328813 DmAP1 0.000198 1.85 0.000290 1.84 Transcription repression
      and activation
ILmN_1740319 IFI27L2 0.000195 2.23 0.000454 1.99 Apoptosis
ILmN_1810486 RAB34 0.000659 2.57 0.000836 2.33 Repositioning of lysosomes
      and the activation
      of macropinocytosis
ILmN_3238560 IFI27L2 0.000095 2.68 0.000137 2.64 Apoptosis
ILmN_1708006 mICB 0.000798 3.28 0.000683 3.14 Stress-induced
      self-antigen
ILmN_1796712 S100A10 0.000095 3.96 0.000187 3.80 Cell cycle progression
      and differentiation
ILmN_2046730 S100A10 0.000024 7.34 0.000036 6.95 Cell cycle progression
      and differentiation

Figure 3. Differentially expressed genes with different gene probes: ILmN_2231003, ILmN_1718107 for mAGEA12; ILmN_2297352, ILmN_1761122, 
ILmN_2412880 for CSAG3B; ILmN_1784553 for SDC2; ILmN_1732976 for FGF14; ILmN_3260910 for CSAG3; ILmN_1803852 for LOC653297; 
ILmN_2328813 for DmAP1; ILmN_1740319, ILmN_3238560 for IFI27L2; ILmN_1810486 for RAB34; ILmN_1708006 for mICB; ILmN_1796712, 
ILmN_2046730 for S100A10; ILmN_2356311 for C21ORF51; ILmN_1720829 for ZFP36, were consecutively expressed (A) before and (B) after radiation.
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transcripts of PPIAP43 and PPIA, with the second aligned 
section (5327 to 5657) located primarily in the 3'-untranslated 
region (UTR) of PPIA mRNA (Table VI). In addition, PPIA 
pseudogenes PPIAP33, PPIAP80, PPIAP35 which were also 
upregulated by radiation, were aligned with PPIA in two 
sections similar to PPIAP43.

miRNA binding with PPIAP43 and PPIA or peptidyl‑prolyl 
cis‑trans isomerase A like 4A (PPIAL4A). A total of 12 

and 28 miRNAs were predicted to be able to bind with the 
RNA transcripts of PPIAP43 and PPIA, respectively. By 
contrast, only one miRNA hsa-miR-876-3p, whose binding 
ability had been confirmed by 91 RNA‑seq reads from 21 
experiments, was predicted to be able to bind with PPIAP43 
and PPIA. There was one binding site on PPIAP43 (target 
score, 74/100) and three binding sites on PPIA (target 
score, 92/100) (Table VI). Two of the PPIA binding sites 
were on pre-mRNA, and one was on the 3'UTR. By contrast, 

Table IV. Pathways of upregulated and downregulated genes in group A after radiation.

A, pathways of upregulated genes

Category Term Count % P-value List total Fold enrichment

KEGG_PATHWAY hsa01100: 19 8.558559 0.018995 63 1.701902
 metabolic pathways
KEGG_PATHWAY hsa04110:Cell cycle   5 2.252252 0.025133 63 4.402842
KEGG_PATHWAY hsa00270:Cysteine and   3 1.351351 0.045657 63 8.620301
 methionine metabolism
KEGG_PATHWAY hsa03420:Nucleotide   3 1.351351 0.066706 63 6.969605
 excision repair

B, pathways of downregulated genes

Category Term Count % P-value List total Fold enrichment

UP_KEYWORDS Phosphoprotein 44 55 0.000379 72 1.525258
UP_KEYWORDS Cytoplasm 29 36.25 0.001841 72 1.721256
UP_KEYWORDS methylation 11 13.75 0.002205 72 3.141178
UP_KEYWORDS Alternative splicing 49 61.25 0.004189 72 1.322992
UP_KEYWORDS Ubl conjugation 13 16.25 0.013193 72 2.179480
UP_KEYWORDS Coated pit 3 3.75 0.013416 72 16.814542
UP_KEYWORDS Golgi apparatus 8 10 0.021676 72 2.816229
UP_KEYWORDS Endosome 6 7.5 0.025215 72 3.565662
UP_KEYWORDS Cell junction 7 8.75 0.028843 72 2.964342
UP_KEYWORDS membrane 35 43.75 0.030912 72 1.335022
UP_KEYWORDS Dyskeratosis 2 2.5 0.037309 72 51.972222
 congenita
UP_KEYWORDS Acetylation 19 23.75 0.039913 72 1.586185
UP_KEYWORDS Cytoskeleton 9 11.25 0.041696 72 2.260655
KEGG_PATHWAY hsa04530: 3 3.75 0.048329 29 8.179548
 Tight junction
UP_KEYWORDS Endocytosis 3 3.75 0.065530 72 7.087121
INTERPRO IPR012677:  4 5 0.067759 67 4.196970
 Nucleotide-binding,
 alpha-beta plait
UP_KEYWORDS microtubule 4 5 0.072561 72 4.083532
UP_KEYWORDS Autophagy 3 3.75 0.074222 72 6.596474
UP_KEYWORDS Ribonucleoprotein 4 5 0.082570 72 3.862800
UP_KEYWORDS Oxidation 2 2.5 0.089138 72 21.173868
UP_KEYWORDS Isopeptide bond 8 10 0.094746 72 2.020122
KEGG_PATHWAY hsa04611: 3 3.75 0.097433 29 5.474005
 Platelet activation
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three miRNAs were predicted to bind with RNA transcripts 
of PPIAP43 and PPIAL4A (Table VI). Transcription changes 

of PPIAP43, PPIA and PPIAL4A following radiation are 
presented in Fig. 4.

Table V. Annotation of protein candidates to bind with the RNA transcript of PPIAP43.

Category Term Count P-value Genes Pop hits FDR

GOTERm_mF_ GO:0000166~nucleotide 6 <0.001 SRSF2, SRSF7,  253 <0.001
DIRECT binding   SFPQ, TIA1, 
    SRSF9, TRA2B
GOTERm_BP_ GO:0048025~negative 3 <0.001 SRSF7,  14 0.0132
DIRECT regulation of mRNA   SRSF9, TRA2B
 splicing, via spliceosome
GOTERm_mF_ GO:0036002~pre- 2 0.0036 SRSF2, TRA2B 6 2.1484
DIRECT mRNA binding
GOTERm_mF_ GO:0044822~poly(A) 4 0.0089 SRSF7, TIA1,  789 5.2146
DIRECT RNA binding   SRSF9, POP1
GOTERm_BP_ GO:0000381~regulation 2 0.0136 SRSF2, TRA2B 28 9.5745 
DIRECT of alternative mRNA
 splicing, via spliceosome

FDR, false discovery rate; SRSF2, serine and arginine rich splicing factor 2; SRSF7, serine and arginine rich splicing factor 7; SFPQ, splicing 
factor proline and glutamine rich; TIA1, t-cell-restricted intracellular antigen-1; SRSF9, serine and arginine rich splicing factor 9; TRA2B, 
transformer 2 beta homolog; POP1, processing of precursors 1.

Table VI. microRNAs with the ability to bind with the RNA transcript of PPIAP43 and mRNAs of PPIA and PPIAL4A.

   PPIAP43 transcript PPIAP43 transcript Gene transcript mRNA target Binding
Gene name miRNA target score target site number target score site number locations

PPIA hsa-miR-876-3p 74 1 92 1 5485
      (3'UTR)
PPIAL4A hsa-miR-4288 79 1 87 1 151
PPIAL4A hsa-miR-4456 72 1 52 1 597
PPIAL4A hsa-miR-1825 59 2 55 2 194, 290 

PPIA, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A; PPIAL4A, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A like 4A; PPIAP43, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans 
isomerase A pseudogene 43; miR, miRNA, microRNA.

Figure 4. Transcriptional changes of PPIAP43, ARHGAP42, PPIAL4A and PPIA following irradiation with 2 Gy gamma radiation in each cell line. (A) Fold 
change of PPIAP43 and its adjacent gene ARHGAP42 transcripts in cell lines. (B) Fold change of PPIAP43, PPIAL4A and PPIA transcripts; the values were 
calculated as the difference between radiation and control group normalized to the control value as follows: Fold change = (radiation-control)/control. PPIA, 
peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A; PPIAL4A, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A like 4A; PPIAP43, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A pseudogene 
43; ARHGAP42, Rho GTPase activating protein 42; con, control.
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Discussion

Radiation therapy remains a major form of treating patients 
with SCLC. However, radio-sensitivity amongst different 
SCLC cell lines vary. Therefore, identifying potential 
biomarkers for predicting radio-sensitivity, may help predict a 
patient's response to this mode of treatment. The results of the 
present study identified a lncRNA transcribed from pseudo-
gene PPIAP43, which was overexpressed in several SCLC cell 
types (group A) following 2 Gy gamma radiation by ≥2‑fold 
compared with the non-irradiated control group by bioinfor-
matic processing of a GEO dataset. In addition, other SCLC 
cell lines (group B) exhibited no gene upregulation following 
radiation. Although the statuses of cytotoxicity column were 
‘YES’ in groups A and B in the table of experiment descriptors 
displayed by the BRB ArrayTools, the original study using this 
GEO dataset demonstrated that the survival fraction of cell 
line H146 in group A and D153 in group B were ~60 and 70%, 
respectively (Table VII) (6). Another previous study revealed 
that the 2 Gy X-RAY survival fractions of H69, H187 and H209 
were 0.23, 0.18 and 0.37, respectively, compared with 0.72 in 
H526 cells (Table VII) (15). These two studies demonstrated 
that the survival fractions following 2 Gy ionized radiation in 
cell lines in group A were lower compared with those in group 
B, although survival fraction values varied based on the irra-
diation type, cell type and other factors. These results suggest 
that the radiation sensitivity was different in the two groups. 
Therefore, the transcription change models of PPIAP43 before 
and after radiation may serve as a potential marker for clas-
sifying the two groups of SCLC cell lines into high and low 
sensitivity groups.

Further investigation revealed that pseudogene PPIAP43 
was located on 11q22.1, and the only nearby protein-coding 
gene, which may be affected by transcription of PPIAP43, was 
ARHGAP42. Previous studies demonstrated that lncRNA may 
affect the transcription of adjacent genes by targeting activa-
tors and repressors of mRNA transcription (13,14). According 
to these results, PPIAP43 may affect the transcription of its 
adjacent gene ARHGAP42 by binding with nucleotide-binding 
proteins. However, Pearson's correlation analysis of transcrip-
tional changes between PPIAP43 and ARHGAP42 was -0.584, 
with significance of 0.099; with former studies suggesting 
that the transcription of lncRNA is positively correlated with 
transcription of nearby protein-coding genes if there is an 

effect on adjacent protein-coding genes by lncRNA transcrip-
tion (13,14), which indicated that PPAP43 did not statistically 
affect ARHGAP42 on a transcriptional level.

Another functional role of PPIAP43 is competing 
endogenous RNA. In this model, the RNA transcript of a 
pseudogene may act as a decoy to target and capture miRNAs, 
which can bind with RNAs of the pseudogenes and their gene 
counterparts (16,17). For example, in the case of the RNA of 
pseudogene phosphatase and tensin homolog pseudogene 1 
(PTENP1), the expression level of the tumor suppressor gene 
PTEN is upregulated when the PTENP1 RNA is upregulated 
which results in decreased cancer cell proliferation; similarly, 
the expression level of the oncogene B-Raf proto-oncogene is 
upregulated when PTEN pseudogene 1 RNA is upregulated, 
which leads to increased proliferation of cancer cells (13,14). 
In the present study, an aligned section on PPIA mRNA and 
RNA transcript of PPIAP43 to which miRNA could bind 
was identified. In addition, miRNA hsa-miR-876-3p was 
predicted by miRDB to be capable of binding with PPIA and 
PPIAP43 (18-26). The binding ability of this miRNA has been 
confirmed by 21 experiments (18‑26).

In addition, increase of RNA transcript PPIAP43 lead to 
upregulation of RNA transcript of PPIA. The upregulated 
transcription of other PPIA pseudogenes in the studied cell 
lines also suggested that the cross-talk between PPIA RNA and 
its pseudogenes mediated by miRNAs may be the dominant 
function pattern of PPIAP43. This suggests that under radiation 
stress, radiation-sensitive cells may generate more free radicals 
including hydroxyl radicals (27-29) compared with insensitive 
cells, therefore upregulating expression of PPIA (30). With the 
decoy effect of upregulated RNAs of PPIA pseudogenes, the 
binding between miRNAs and the mRNA of PPIA is decreased, 
the survival of PPIA mRNA is prolonged, and therefore the 
expression of PPIA protein is increased (17). Cyclosporine can 
bind with PPIA (also termed Cyclophilin A, CyPA) and other 
cyclophilins to suppress organ rejection by coupling with cyclo-
sporin (31). Overexpression of PPIA is associated with poor 
response to inflammatory disease, cancer metastasis progres-
sion and aging (32). In lung cancer, exogenous PPIA protein 
stimulates H446 cell growth, whereas PPIA knockdown may 
lead to slower growth, decreased proliferation and increased 
apoptosis in cell lines ADLC-5m2 and LC-103H (25,26,33,34). 
Therefore, the overexpressed RNAs of PPIAP43 and other 
PPIA pseudogenes may serve as a remedy for reactive oxygen 

Table VII. Survival fractions of cell lines after 2 Gy radiation.

 PPIAP43  Survival fraction after 2 Gy Survival fraction after 2 Gy
Cell line over-transcribed Group γ-radiation (3) X-radiation (10)

H69 Yes A  0.23
H146 Yes A 0.6
H187 Yes A  0.18
H209 Yes A  0.37
H526 No B  0.72
D153 No B 0.7

PPIAP43, peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A pseudogene 43.
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species (ROS) accumulation induced by ionizing radiation to 
rescue the sensitive cancer cells by the decoy effect on miRNAs. 
In addition, there may be other resistance mechanisms used by 
less radio-sensitive cell types in group B. Nevertheless, the 
upregulated transcription of PPIAP43 and the slightly down-
regulated PPIA transcription in H526 cells suggests that this 
cell type may be classified as high‑sensitivity, although the 
upregulated transcriptional change of PPIAP43 in H526 was 
<2-fold following irradiation. This may have been due to the 
different conditions of gamma ray, from which transcription 
data was collected, and X-ray, from which the survival fraction 
data was collected, although there may be other influencing 
factors that still need to be identified.

There were certain limitations to the present in silico study. 
First, the transcription levels of PPIAP43 in the H526 cell line 
was not as distinct compared with those in the cell lines in 
group A as compared with the levels in the other cell lines in 
group B. Second, the survival fractions of the cell lines were 
obtained from different studies with incomplete information. 
Third, epigenetics may be also involved in the function of 
PPIAP43 (35), which was not considered in the present study.

A previous study demonstrated that an increased Ki-67 
proliferation index may represent a predictive factor for 
increased tumor radio-sensitivity (36). The present study 
identified a potential radio‑sensitivity indicator for SCLC cell 
lines following early radiation in vitro. The results of this study 
revealed that a ≥2‑fold transcriptional change of pseudogene 
PPIAP43 following irradiation with 2 Gy gamma radiation 
may represent a predictive factor for increased tumor radio-
sensitivity. To describe this association in detail, additional 
studies with more cell types and experimental methods are 
required. Further in vivo studies, particularly studies involving 
blood tests, may provide a basis to use the lncRNA identi-
fied in the present study to help early identification of less 
radiation-sensitive SCLC types and reduce the unnecessary 
radiation side effects in patients with SCLC.
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